
Growing Space Demand Driving Offi ce Sector

As Developers Practice Restraint

Positive trends persist in office sector. 
The U.S. office vacancy rate declined in 

the first half of the year and rents rose to 

maintain momentum in the office sector. 

An addition of more than 4.4 million office-

using jobs since 2010 continues to backfill 

under-utilized spaces and force many 

tenants to consider expanding into larger 

layouts. Job openings in professional and 

business services, and financial services 

remain elevated and represent a pipeline of 

future office workers capable of generating 

additional space needs. A gauge of service-

sector activity that closely corresponds 

with office space absorption also remains 

in expansionary territory. In addition, a 

supplemental gauge of new business on the 

books is also expanding, suggesting more 

work for office-using establishments in the 

near term.

 

Payroll growth pumping up space demand. 
Expanding headcounts at office-using 

entities drive net absorption of nearly 

39 million square feet in the first half of 

this year. The total exceeds the nearly 26 

million square feet of space absorbed in the 

corresponding span in 2015. Only a handful 

of metros posted negative net absorption in 

the first two quarters, while space demand 

rose in a number of markets and from an 

array of sources. Positive net absorption was 

recorded in the tech-concentrated San Jose 

market, and expanding back-office functions 

and healthcare fueled an increase in Tampa 

Bay. Salt Lake City, Orlando and Minneapolis-

St. Paul recorded the highest levels of 

growth in occupied space as expressed in 

percentage terms during the first half, far 

exceeding the performance of the nation’s 

largest markets. An educated workforce and 

high quality of living are driving new office-

using business formation in Salt Lake City. 

* Forecast

Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services; BLS; CoStar

The information contained herein was obtained from sources deemed reliable. Every effort was made to obtain complete and accurate information; however, no representation, 

warranty or guarantee to the accuracy, express or implied, is made.

Office-using employment in the market has 

increased at nearly two times the rate of 

growth nationwide since 2010.

Limited construction influencing vacancy 
rate trends. Developers placed in service 

roughly 30 million square feet of space 

in the first half of this year, principally in 

single-tenant and build-to-suit formats, 

and medical offices. Nearly 60 percent of 

the space delivered was in a diverse array 

of metro areas. Large traditional office-

employment hubs Boston, New York, San 

Francisco and Washington, D.C., were 

well represented in the group. Dallas/Fort 

Worth and Houston also received sizable 

injections of new space. Lower-profile 

markets Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix and 

Salt Lake City also received new stock to 

accommodate expansions in fields including 

healthcare, insurance and technology. 

Portfolio sales fall; single-asset deals 
rise. Overall, transaction velocity declined 

nominally over the 12 months ending in 

the second quarter. Cap rates compressed 

from one year ago, but remain above the 

prior peak level. First-year returns in primary 

markets were virtually unchanged in the past 

year, but cap rates for assets in secondary 

and tertiary came in during the period, 

illustrating investors’ efforts to expand their 

geographic range to capture higher yields.

Lower vacancy, higher rents in store. 
Limited construction will divert new space 

demand to existing properties and support 

a 30-basis point drop in the U.S. office 

vacancy rate this year, to 14.7 percent. Net 

absorption will total nearly 87 million square 

feet. The reduction in the vacancy rate will 

generate a solid increase in the average rent 

of 3.9 percent during the year
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Traditional Office-Using Job Growth 
Correlation With Demand

* Forecast 
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services; BLS; CoStar Group, Inc.
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